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地址 KGW-Isotherm 
Karlsruher Glastechnisches Werk 
Gablonzer Straße. 6 
76185 Karlsruhe

国家 德国

电话号码 0049 721 958970

传真 0049 721 9589777

互联网 www.kgw-isotherm.com

 

职员 20

年营业额 ca. 2 Mio. Euro

创建年份 1949

出口价格 70 %

联系人
Contact 1. 女士 Sabine Griesinger 

Kaufmännischer Geschäftsführer 

Contact 2. 先生 Wolfgang Schieder 
Director

Contact 3. 先生 Mann 
Vertrieb 
Phone: 0049 721 958970  
Fax: 0049 721 9589777  

产品/机械
Manufacturer of Dewar vessels, Vacuum flasks, Vacuum vessels, Cold Traps, Reaction vessels, Columns, Cooling gas system, Laboratory Glassware
according to customer wishes

产品和背景
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Since more than 50 years Karlsruher Glastechnisches Werk is manufacturer of glass- made laboratory apparatus. The company markets its products
world-wide and has settled sales partners in various countries. 

A constant and high quality of the manufactured products is maintained by regular product quality control and control of the suppliers. Modern
production methods and the utilization of CAD in the construction do not only render the possibility for fabrication of serial products but also the make
of customer specific single-piece products. 

Monitoring of the measuring and control systems by utilization of calibrated vacuum-measuring-cells and temperature-control-systems at the furnaces,
as well as the employment of He-leakage-detectors and a compression testing system with a calibrated reading device, guarantee the make of
products with constant quality. 

Besides the production of more than 200 different Dewar vessels and cryo-vessels for liquid gases and other cooling agents, the enterprise
manufactures additionally low-temperature cooling systems for temperatures reaching down to - 180° C, more than 360 different reaction vessels
made of glass, vacuum-insulated columns as well as heat protection devices for data measuring logs for a temperature range of - 100° C to + 600° C. 

Apart from the fabrication of serial products, the enterprise owns a glass blowing workshop for the production of customer specific vessels and glass
parts constructed in single units.

Company Profile of KGW-Isotherm

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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